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Briefing Report launch 
In January ADI is expanding, and changing its name, to 

become IFI Global’s main publication for the ESG era ahead. 

Called the Briefing Report, it includes an ESG interactive 

forum and ESG monthly monitor as well as covering ADI’s 

usual topics.

Subscriptions to ADI will automatically transfer over to the Briefing Report. 

The Briefing Report will continue with the same level of coverage of issues 

that appear regularly in ADI such as BEPS, Brexit, domiciliation, fund 

structuring, transparency, substance and related matters. 

However, in addition to all this, there will be a focus on ESG related topics – 

and how they will impact the international asset management industry. The 

Briefing Report will be first publication specialising in ESG for the alternative 

fund managers and their investors.

ESG has grown rapidly over the last 10 years. According to Pascal Blanque, 

Chief Investment Officer at Amundi Asset Management, there is now $30 

trillion of assets invested in ESG mandates. He says that ESG assets have 

grown by 34% over the last two years. Through its interactive forum and 

monthly monitor, the Briefing Report will be following the next steps of the 

development of ESG in this business. 

Happy New Year to all our subcribers.

The known unknowns of Brexit
There are a number of big known unknowns about what happens to 

Europe’s alternative asset management industry now that it is certain that 

the UK is leaving the EU – and there will doubtless be a number of unknown 

unknowns too. 

Four of the bigger known unknowns are: the future of delegation, changes 

to passport rules, the next wave of regulation from Brussels and whether the 

UK becomes an international fund jurisdiction.
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l 12 issues of the publication

l Attendance at ADI’s events and roundtables

l Access to alternative managers’ service provider search announcements

l Consultation for corporate subscribers in each of ADI’s quarterly manager surveys

l Independent and unbiased expert analysis on domiciliation and fund trends at this most critical 
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l The only publication focussing on all the issues (fiscal and political as well as regulatory) that 

will have a fundamental impact on this business.
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